CALS Administration

Academic Affairs
   __ Ackerman-Yost, Megan
   __ Arnfelt, Jessica
   __ Barber, Sarah
   __ Browne, Thomas F
   __ Coppage Aranda, Keiva
   __ Cutsforth, Tanya
   __ Johnson, Rebecca
   __ Klatt, John
   __ Kroeger, Kim
   __ Martin, Karen S
   __ Miallik, Heather
   __ Ryan, Susan
   __ Schieve, Brett
   __ Thompson, Noelle
   __ Vacant,
   __ Vack, Kristina
   __ Wassarman, Karen
   __ Xiong, Plia
   __ Zavodnik, Ryan

Business Services
   __ Blackburn, Brandon
   __ Bourque, Ann
   __ Fowler, Sandra L
   __ Hillmer, Casey L
   __ Kukula, Marci-Rae
   __ Nelson, Alex
   __ Seitler, Angela M
   __ Stange, David
   __ Tang, Limin
   __ Thompson, Pamela
   __ Wilharm, Noelle

CALS Global
   __ Frangul, Julia
   __ Gunasekaran, Sundaram
   __ Kushner, Jennifer

CALS IT
   __ Arndt, Christopher G
   __ Cummins, Mary
   __ Hartman, Tom
   __ Lien, Sarah
   __ Nemec, Al M
   __ Pursian, Jason
   __ Seitler, Angela
   __ Tabone, Tom
   __ Wahe, Stefan

CALS Office of Extension and Outreach
   __ Reinemann, Doug
   __ Scharm, Julie

External Relations/Communication Pr
   __ Hawkins, Nik
   __ King, Michael
   __ Lamberson Philipp, Danielle
   __ Luedtke, Kara
   __ Miller, Nicole E
   __ Schneider, Caroline
   __ Wykowski, Nikki
   __ Zoerb, Heidi

Farm and Industry Short Course
   __ Blazek, Jennifer
   __ Blazek, Jennifer

Human Resources/Payroll
   __ Avila Renderos, Diana
   __ Baumgard, Brandon
   __ Beyer, Sonia
   __ Boe, Carla
   __ Bollinger, Wes
   __ Bowes, Cheryl
   __ Carroll, Kristin
   __ Cave, Justin
   __ Cunningham, Kaylee
   __ Hillmer, Carol Y
   __ Holland, Deborah
   __ Martinse, Lynn A
   __ McCusky, Daniel
   __ Miufli, Zubin
   __ Phomsena, Calvin
   __ Schneider, Debra
   __ Schry, Todd
   __ Schulze, Fred
   __ Sills, Justin
   __ Spahn, Pamela
   __ Vosen, Vanessa
   __ Wagner, Dawn R

North Central Regional Association
   __ Hamilton, Christina M

Office of the Dean and Director
   __ Genovese, Nick
   __ Goetsch, Amanda
   __ Hermberg, Zoe
   __ Krueger, Renee
   __ McHenry, Therese
   __ Rickenbach, Mark
   __ Sabatke, Doug D
   __ Scharm*, Julie
   __ Scharm, Julie T
   __ VandenBosch, Kate

Research Division
   __ Barker, Bill
   __ Deering, Cheryl
   __ Greeno, Brittnay
   __ Hanus, Lynn
   __ Hubbard, Mark
   __ Maguire, Megan
   __ Sass, Michell E
   __ Tollefson, Laura
   __ Vacant,
   __ Waller, John

Wisconsin Ag Experiment Station
   __ Barker, Bill
   __ Hillmer, Casey L
   __ Seitler, Angela M
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